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Rear door seals in blue.

With the longest daylight hours now behind us,
those of us who are busy restoring/preserving must
make the best use of the daylight that we can.
Working outside the garage with natural light is
far better than under artificial light inside. It also
gives the chassis and body time to dry out in the
sun before giving the repairs the wax treatment.
With my “winter” Tdi, L680YVV, still taxed for
the road, it is very noticeable that the performance
is much better than that of 526. It has much more
“crackle” to it, and when the turbo comes in at about
2,000 RPM, it really picks up well. Perhaps it has
had a pump tweak.
I will be replacing the leaking radiator on 526
next week, so I will give the intercooler a clean at
the same time. I believe that intercoolers do get
blocked with oil deposits and impede the air flow
through them.

Chris Priestley, of Duckworth Land Rover, Market
Rasen, Lincolnshire, is on the lookout for any old stock
blue trim.
He has acquired a few rear door seals, so I will buy
them, and collect them from him at either the Billing
Land Rover Fest or Peterborough Land Rover show.
Let me know if you want one, once I have agreed a
price with Duckworths.

The Landy newspaper.
The Landy is a new publication in broadsheet
newspaper form. It is distributed free to Britpart
distributors, for customers to collect. I believe that
there are plans to have a copy delivered by post, on
a subscription basis.
Unfortunately there are no Britpart distributors
near me, but I did manage to pick up a copy of the
June issue at the Eastnor Land Rover Show. The
July issue is about to be distributed, so I hope to
collect one at Billing.
In the June issue, on pages 20-22, there is an
article titled “G-WAC: preserving the first Discos”,
which gives our cause very good publicity and
illustrates the dedicated work required to restore
these old Discos. Pictures of the rusty bits are of
Alan’s 410.

Picture taken from my archives.

The main picture of a G-WAC is on the front
page. A good picture of 535 in its prime, before it
was “recycled” into an offroader. 535 is still listed
on the DVLA site as on a SORN.

Any more G-WACs to find?
It is some months since we last heard of another
survivor; perhaps we have them all now.
466, 477 and 525 are still listed on the DVLA site,
but no one has come forward with details.
I saw 315 travelling on the A61 near Ripon in
October last year, but have not been able to find it.
We know of 20 launch cars and 19 other G-WAC
registered Discoverys.

Transport for G-WACs to Plymouth.
With up to a dozen cars being prepared for the
25th Birthday Party in Plymouth on 11th-12th October,
a thought had occurred to me that it might be cost
effective to hire a transporter to get them there and
back. My V8 by road will cost at least £280.00 in fuel.
There could be two from Scotland, four from North
Yorkshire, one or two from Lancashire, Tamworth and
Solihull, plus pick-ups in other locations.
I guess that most of the cars that are going are not
“daily drivers”, therefore a set day to collect from the
various locations would not be necessary, perhaps
sometime in September or early October, or whenever
the transport company has a space on a trip.
Roger Young Land Rover, of Saltash, has agreed
to store them for us until we arrive to collect them,
Friday or Saturday morning.
Please let me know your thoughts, and if there is
enough interest, I know a car transporter company
who may be able to help us.
My contact details are Mobile, 07909 912282, for
voice or text, and jtab2110@gmail.com for email.
James Brackenbury.
Londonderry, North Yorkshire.

Pre pro 5-door, G513DHP
The 5-door is at last home and ready to have all the bits bolted back. Where do I start? Refit the front
wings, the centre console, the carpets and seats or should I give her a good scrape and paint underneath
first? On second thoughts, the painting will have to wait.
Fortunately, Stu and his 13 year old son is coming to give me a helping hand again, so perhaps a fresh
approach to the task will give me some inspiration.
The interior was pretty much stripped out when she came to Harrogate from Nottingham, so I am not sure
whether everything I need to put her back together is there. Two of the doors have lock spring problems so
replacement springs were purchased at the Eastnor show.
Door cards are damaged, but I have spare pockets to replace the broken ones.

The front wings have the usual bit broken away at the
bottom, where a bracket attaches them to the front bumper. A quick fix can be made by pop riveting a piece
of aluminium to the wing, but it is a bodge and I would like to learn how to weld a new piece in. Perhaps David
Ashburner has learnt how to weld aluminium during his Classic Car Restoration course at the Leeds City
College?.
There is no spare wheel carrier on the rear door, but I have a good one in stock that will receive a coat
of paint before fitting. The front brake disc splashguards are rusted away, but I bought two at Eastnor for
£2.00 each.
Quite a lot of Sonar Blue trim is in poor condition, some of the brittle stuff has broken, but that is all
cosmetic and the priority is to get an MoT and tax.

I have been offered a full set of trim from a scrapper; seats, carpets, the lot, so will have to collect it from
Bishop Auckland. I may need a hand to strip it out of the shell, but I think that James has “volunteered” to
help.
The ignition system is fine, new plugs, coil and distributor cap were needed to get her running after over
two years of inactivity, but before I take her for a good run, she will need a full oil service.
Roy.

G465WAC roof repair.
465 has progressed some, although not as much as I would have liked. 465 is now known as “Wacky”
(the name which my children decided on, although our Abigail is still adamant it should be named after a fairy
!!!-Don’t you just love them)?
Repairing/replacing the roof was an operation and a half, a little tricky I’ll tell you, as you can see from the
pictures, but well worth the effort involved.
In an ideal world all the shells should/would
be identical but as we all know we’re talking
Land Rover here, but having braced it within an
inch of its life, it wasn’t as bad as I thought it
would be, so hopefully the screen wont fall into
the car when I come to fit it.

So the next job on the agenda is to remove the fuel tank and then cut out the entire boot floor and replace
it. Stay tuned.
Jack
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Brian Radford, of Northmead 4x4, is keeping up-to-date with a copy of the Notes on his website. All the
back issues from the start in May 2007 are there.
He also has another website to advertise Classic Rallies and shows.
www.northmead4x4.co.uk/gwac_discoverys.htm
www.classicrallies.co.uk/index.htm
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